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Amendment Floor Report for CSHB1 – Tuesday, October 12, 2021 
Author: Hunter 

Author Analysis Recommendation 

Allen 
E870321 

PLANH2196 

This amendment makes changes to districts 131, 137, 146 and 149 in Harris County. The amendment increases the Black VAP of HD 131, a 
traditional Black opportunity district in Harris County, while also maintaining the effectiveness of the other districts. 

Favorable 

Anchía 
E870331 

PLANH2207 

This amendment is a statewide map that shows 6 additional HCVAP districts can be created for a total of 36. Favorable 

Anchía 
E870332 

PLANH2224 

This amendment is a statewide map that shows 3 additional HCVAP districts can be created for a total of 33. It also shows that HD’s 74, 80 
and 31 can be drawn to allow voters to elect the Latino candidate of their choice. 

Favorable 

Anchía 
E870340 

PLANH2222 

This amendment shows that you can keep 5 seats based in El Paso and allow Latino voters to elect the candidate of their choice. Favorable 

Anchía 
E870341 

PLANH2227 

This amendment shows HD 80, 74, 31 can be drawn to allow Latino voters to elect the candidate of their choice. Favorable 

Anchía 
E870345 

PLAN2248 

This amendment affects Dallas Co. and keeps communities of interest within their existing district. Additionally, it keeps municipalities and 
political subdivisions whole. Provided that local members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Anchía 
E870346 

PLANH2251 

This amendment affects Dallas Co. and keeps communities of interest within their existing district. Additionally, it keeps municipalities and 
political subdivisions whole. Provided that local members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 
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Anchía 
E870350 

TEXT 

This amendment strikes the enacting clause of the legislation and would keep CSHB1 from going into effect. Favorable 

Anchía 
E870360 

PLANH2255 

This amendment affects Dallas Co. and keeps communities of interest within their existing district. Additionally, it keeps municipalities and 
political subdivisions whole. Provided that local members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Anchía 
E870365 

PLANH2223 

This amendment is the same as amendment E870354. This amendment creates a black minority opportunity district in HD 29. Favorable 

Anchía 
E870369 

PLANH2249 

This amendment is a statewide demonstration plan that creates 12 additional HCVAP districts for a total of 42. Favorable 

Beckley 
872674 

PLANH2119 

This amendment makes changes to Denton County, preserving HD 65 as an opportunity district for communities of color. Favorable 

Bell, Cecil 
E870338 

PLANH2234 

This amendment makes changes in Montgomery county to HD’s 3, 15, 16, and 18. Will of the House 

Bernal 
E870336 

PLAN2230 

This amendment ensures that HD’s 116 and 123 remain effective opportunity districts. . Favorable 

Cain 
E870361 

PLANH2244 

This amendment makes changes to nearly every district in Harris County. The amendment packs communities of color and pairs 
incumbents. 

Unfavorable 

Campos 
E870322 

PLANH2104 

This amendment moves one precinct from HD 119 to 118. This amendment is the same as E870363. Favorable 

Campos 
E870363 

PLANH2104 

This amendment moves one precinct from HD 119 to 118. This amendment is the same as E870361. Favorable 
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Canales 
E870313 

PLANH2150 

This amendment is the same as E870335. This amendment makes changes to all 7 districts in the Rio Grande Valley. Provided that local 
members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Canales 
E870348 

PLANH2232 

This amendment is the same as E870326. This amendment makes slight tweaks to the 5 districts in Hidalgo County. Provided that local 
members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Cason 
E870308 

PLANH2193 

This amendment makes changes to makes major changes to Tarrant County that breaks up existing communities of interest.  Unfavorable 

Collier 
E870327 

PLANH2237 

This amendment makes changes to HD 90, 95, and 96 in Tarrant county. These changes are made to maintain existing communities of 
interest. 

Favorable 

Collier 
E870328 

PLANH2236 

This amendment makes changes to HD 90, 94, 95, and 96 in Tarrant county. These changes are made to maintain existing communities of 
interest. 

Favorable 

Collier 
E870352 

PLANH2250 

This is a statewide plan that identifies that additional opportunity districts could be drawn into the statewide map, including districts in 
Denton, Collin, Bell, and Brazoria counties. 

Favorable 

Collier 
E870353 

PLANH2257 

This amendment makes changes to Tarrant County. It makes HD 96 a potential majority-minority district and makes other minor changes 
to HD 90, HD 93, HD 94, HD 95, HD 97, and HD 99. The amendment is  similar to E870304. Provided that local members agree, this 
amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Collier 
E870354 

PLANH2223 

This amendment is the same as E870365. This amendment creates a black minority opportunity district in HD 29. Favorable 

Collier 
E870355 

PLANH2221 

This amendment makes changes to Bell County, increasing the non-Anglo VAP of HD 54 from 56% to 69% and increases both the Black and 
Hispanic populations by simply keeping the city of Killeen in one district along with part of Harker Heights and unincorporated areas to the 
west. 

Favorable 

Crockett 
E870325 

PLANH2235 

This amendment makes changes to Dallas County, increasing the Black population of HD’s 100, 110, and the newly drawn 114, which is 
moved to Southeast Dallas County. Provided that local members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 
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Davis 
E870317 

PLANH2109 

This amendment makes changes to Dallas County, increasing Black and Hispanic populations in several districts while keeping more cities 
and communities of interest intact and closer to their current district representation. Provided that local members agree, this amendment is 
favorable. 

Will of the House 

Davis 
E870318 

PLANH2216 

This amendment makes changes to Bell County. The amendment increases the non-Anglo VAP of district 54 by  keeping the city of Killeen 
in one district along with part of Harker Heights and unincorporated areas to the south. 

Favorable 

Davis 
E870319 

PLANH2217 

This amendment is similar to E870318. It makes changes to Bell County, increasing the non-Anglo VAP of district 54 by keeping the city of 
Killeen in one district along with most of Harker Heights. 

Favorable 

Davis 
E870339 

PLANH2245 

This amendment creates a new majority-minority district in Northeast Texas by combining communities of color in districts 5, 6, and 7 into 
a single district with a 51% non-Anglo VAP to give these communities an opportunity chance to elect a representative of their choice. 

Favorable 

Frullo 
E870359 

PLANH2208 

This amendment makes changes to Lubbock County, exchanging precincts between districts 83 and 84. District 84 would take in more of 
Southwest Lubbock in exchange for unincorporated areas in the northwestern corner of the county.  

Will of the House 

Geren 
E870304 

PLANH2179 

This amendment makes changes to Tarrant County and is similar to E870353 by Rep. Collier. It includes the same changes to HD 93, HD 
97, and HD 99. It retains one precinct in HD 90 that Rep. Collier’s amendment moves to HD 95 and does not include any changes to HD 94, 
HD 95, or HD 96. 

Will of the House 

Goldman 
E870307 

PLANH2186 

This amendment makes changes to Tarrant County. It moves Ridglea Country Club from HD 99 to HD 97. Provided that both members 
agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Goodwin 
E870330 

PLANH2184 

This amendment restores communities of interest in HD 47 and HD 48 by swapping precinct 330 (Lost Creek neighborhood) and 309 
(Shady Hollow neighborhood). 

Favorable 

Hernandez 
E870323 

PLANH2107 

This amendment restores communities of interest in HD 143 and 145 by swapping precincts. Favorable 

Huberty 
E870305 

PLANH2187 

This amendment makes small changes to CSHB1 in most Harris County districts. The amendment does not create any new minority 
opportunity districts but makes changes that help maintain existing minority opportunity districts, but it fails to address serious voting 
rights concerns related to retrogression in HD 148. 

Favorable with 
Concerns 
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Jetton 
E870333 

PLANH2241 

This amendment impacts district 76 to district 26, by increasing the non-Anglo VAP percentage in district 26 but lowering it in HD 76.      Will of the House  

Jetton 
E870334 

PLANH2228 

This amendment makes changes to Bexar county HD’s 117, 118. 119, and 120. The amendment drastically drops the Hispanic VAP of HD 118 
while unnecessarily shedding unnecessary population to the remaining 3 districts that are already strong minority opportunity districts. 

Unfavorable 

Jetton 
E870342 

PLANH2240 

This amendment makes drastic changes to the west of I-35 in Travis County. The amendment also includes Blanco, Burnet, Gillespie, and 
Kendall counties but they remain in HD 19. The amendment breaks up several communities of interest and pairs several incumbent 
members as well. Additionally, while the CSHB1 map attempts to pair the adjacent highland lakes communities of Travis county with  
similar rural counties, this amendment tries to crack the city of Austin. 

Unfavorable 

Landgraf 
E870311 

PLANH2182 

This amendment switches  the Laredo Colombia Solidarity International Bridge from district 80 and places it in HD 42, which is wholly 
contained in Webb County. 

Favorable 

Leach 
E870349 

PLANH2218 

This amendment swaps precincts between HD 67 and the new HD 61 in Collin county. The effect of these swaps is the further dilution of  the 
effectiveness of communities of color in Collin county. 

Unfavorable 

Lozano 
E870370 

PLANH2261 

This amendment makes major changes to Cameron county impacting HD’s 35, 37, and 38. The amendment  breaks up existing communities 
of interest. This amendment is the same as E870371. 

Unfavorable 

Lozano 
E870371 

PLANH2261 

This amendment makes major changes to Cameron county impacting HD’s 35, 37, and 38. The amendment  breaks up existing communities 
of interest. This amendment is the same as E870370. 

Unfavorable 

Martinez 
E870335 

PLANH2150 

This amendment is the same as E870313. This amendment makes changes to all 7 house districts in the Rio Grande Valley. Provided that 
local members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Martinez 
Fischer 
E870347 

PLANH2209 

This amendment makes changes to all 10 districts in Bexar county. The amendment makes electoral changes that benefit incumbents. Favorable 

Moody 
E870343 

PLANH2231 

This amendment keeps most of Ft. Bliss and the El Paso international airport in a district wholly within El Paso county. Favorable 
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Moody 
E870344 

PLANH2192 

This amendment reflects population trends in El Paso Co. more fairly than CSHB1. This amendment retains HD 76 in El Paso county and 
adjusts other districts as needed to fit within the existing map. The 2020 census undercount has resulted in the loss of a Hispanic 
opportunity district along the border. Unfortunately, this amendment pairs two members from currently effective opportunity districts. 
However, this amendment better reflects population growth and removes the pairing of two El Paso representatives. 

Favorable with 
Concerns 

Moody 
E870362 

PLANH2108 

This amendment is the same as E870310. It affects two districts in Hays Co. and proposes lines that better preserve communities, cities, and 
school districts. It moves Precinct 339, which contains part of the Wimberly Valley community, to HD 73. The rest of Wimberley Valley is 
located in HD 73. Additionally, this amendment breaks precinct 449, an overpopulated precinct,  by following Highway 150 to make it easier 
for the public to understand who represents them. 

Favorable 

Muñoz 
E870326 

PLANH2232 

This amendment is the same as E870348. This amendment makes slight tweaks to the 5 districts in Hidalgo County. Provided that local 
members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Murphy 
E870303 

PLANH2137 

This amendment tries to further pack HD 137 by removing a precinct of color from 133 and adding it to 137. Unfavorable 

Oliverson 
E870337 

PLANH2252 

This amendment swaps two precincts between 130 and 126 to reduce the non-Anglo VAP in District 126. Because 126 is barely above 50% 
non-Anglo VAP, minor reductions can impact the ability of communities of color to elect their candidate of choice. 

Unfavorable 

Ramos 
E870351 

PLANH2247 

This amendment would draw the lines of Dallas County nearly identical to how they have been for the last decade in order to maintain 
communities of interest. Provided that local members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Rodriguez 
E870314 

PLANH2225 

This amendment makes slight tweaks to the 5 districts in Travis County. The most significant changes happen in South Austin where 
changes are made to ensure communities of interest remain in their traditional districts. Provided that local members agree, this 
amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Rose 
E870329 

TEXT 

This amendment would prevent CSHB1 from going into effect until a federal district court determines that this bill would deny or abridge 
the right to vote based on race or color and complies with federal law. Considering Texas’ history with not complying with the Voting Rights 
Act, this is necessary to ensure this bill does not have a discriminatory effect. 

Favorable 

Schofield 
E870315 

PLANH2215 

This amendment changes the border between HD’s 132 and 149 in Harris County. The changes are minor; however, the amendment also 
appears to make changes to 149's border with 131 but the changes to 131 are not shown in the amendment. This amendment removes 
communities of interest currently in HD 149. 

Unfavorable 

Schofield 
E870316 

PLANH2211 

This amendment makes the same changes between the border of HD’s 132 and 149 and the Schofield Amendment E870315. However, no 
changes are made to the 149/131 border. This amendment removes communities of interest currently in HD 149. 

Unfavorable 
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Stucky 
E870309 

PLANH2197 

This amendment makes changes to Denton County, swapping precincts between districts 64 and the newly drawn 57. Will of the House 

Talarico 
E870366 

PLANH2110 

This amendment changes the 3 districts in Williamson County to retain  important communities of interest and color under the existing 
redistricting plan to remain in HD 52, where they belong. 

Favorable 

Thierry 
E870306 

PLANH2185 

This amendment swaps precincts between HD 146 and 131 to help restore the black population to the traditional Black opportunity district 
of 131 while maintaining HD 146 as a Black opportunity district. 

Favorable 

Thompson, 
Ed 

E870312 
PLANH2199 

This amendment makes changes to southern Brazoria County, swapping precincts between districts 25 and 29. The changes are minor but 
because both districts' non-Anglo VAP is near 50%, minor changes can have an impact on the ability of communities of color to effectively 
elect a candidate of their choice. 

Unfavorable 

Tinderholt 
E870367 

PLANH2238 

This amendment makes changes in Tarrant County, swapping precincts between HD’s 92 and 94 and slightly increasing the non-Anglo VAP 
in HD 94. 

Will of the House 

Tinderholt 
E870368 

PLANH2246 

This amendment makes changes in Tarrant County, swapping precincts between HD’s 94 and 95 and slightly increasing the non-Anglo VAP 
in HD 94. 

Will of the House 

Turner, 
Chris 

E870356 
PLANH2243 

This amendment affects all districts within Tarrant Co. to preserve minority opportunity districts in Tarrant Co. 
Provided that local members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Turner, 
Chris 

E870357 
PLANH2198 

This amendment affects all districts within Tarrant Co. It preserves minority opportunity districts in Tarrant Co. 
Provided that local members agree, this amendment is favorable. 

Will of the House 

Turner, 
Chris 

E870358 
TEXT 

This amendment is a list of House Districts that are protected under the Voting Rights Act of 1965 from retrogression. This will ensure that 
these protected districts are known and, if approved, would show that  the legislature intends to comply with the Voting Rights Act. 

Favorable 
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Walle 
E870324 

PLANH2127 

This amendment is the same as E870364. This amendment is an alternate plan for Harris County. It better maintains communities of 
interest than CSHB1. It prevents retrogression by restoring the Black population of district 131 to 38.4% from 31.1% in CSHB1. It also 
restores the North Side precincts and  Hispanic VAP of district 148, and retains 86.6% of its current population, while CSHB1 would have 
decrease the Hispanic VAP and retain only ret⅓ of the district’s current population. 

Favorable 

Walle 
E870364 

PLANH2127 

This amendment is the same as E870324. This amendment is an alternate plan for Harris County. It better maintains communities of 
interest than CSHB1. It prevents retrogression by restoring the Black population of district 131 to 38.4% from 31.1% in CSHB1. It also 
restores the North Side precincts and  Hispanic VAP of district 148, and retains 86.6% of its current population, while CSHB1 would have 
decrease the Hispanic VAP and retain only ret⅓ of the district’s current population. 

Favorable 

Wu 
E870320 

TEXT 

This amendment will require the secretary of state to conduct a study to evaluate the impact of CSHB1 using an impact analysis on the CVAP 
of each racial and ethnic group. The study with recommendation would be submitted to state leadership, United State DOJ, and each 
Redistricting committee of the Texas senate and House of Representatives to provide a public record before the last day to file for the 2020 
primary election. Considering Texas’ history with racial discrimination related to redistricting maps this is reasonable and necessary. 

Favorable 

Zwiener 
E870310 

PLANH2108 

This amendment is the same as E870362. It affects two districts in Hays Co. and proposes lines that better preserve communities, cities, and 
school districts. It moves Precinct 339, which contains part of the Wimberly Valley community, to HD 73. The rest of Wimberley Valley is 
located in HD 73. Additionally, this amendment breaks precinct 449, an overpopulated precinct,  by following Highway 150 making it easier 
for the public to understand who represents them. 

Favorable 
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